We study a problem when a solution to optimal stopping problem for one-dimensional diffusion will generate by threshold strategy. Namely, we give necessary and sufficient conditions under which an optimal stopping time can be specified as the first time when the process exceeds some level (threshold), and a continuation set is a semi-interval. We give also second-order conditions, which allow to discard such solutions to free-boundary problem that are not the solutions to optimal stopping problem.
1. Introduction. Suppose that, on some stochastic basis (Ω, F , {F t , t ≥ 0}, P), a homogeneous diffusion process X t , t ≥ 0, with values in the interval I =]l, r[⊂ R 1 , where −∞ ≤ l < r ≤ ∞, is given and is described by the stochastic differential equation
where a : I → R 1 and σ : I → R 1 + are the drift and diffusion functions and W t is the standard Wiener process. The process X t is assumed to be regular; this means that, starting from an arbitrary point x ∈ I, this process reaches any point y ∈ I in finite time with positive probability.
For example, these assumptions are guaranteed, if the drift and diffusion functions satisfy the following local integrability condition x+ε x−ε 1 + |a(y)| σ 2 (y) dy < ∞ for some ε > 0,
at every x ∈ I (see, e.g., [9] ). We also assume that the boundary point l of the process values is either a natural boundary or an entry-not-exit. This means that it cannot be reached from an interior point of the range of values of the process [l, r] (for more details, see, e.g., [4, Chapter 2] ).
The process X t defined by stochastic differential equation (1) is associated with the infinitesimal operator
As is known, for the ODE Lu(x) = ρu(x) on the interval I, there exist (unique up to constant positive multipliers) increasing and decreasing solutions ψ(x) and ϕ(x), respectively (see [4, Chapter 2] ). Moreover, under the above assumptions on the boundary points of the interval I we have 0 < ψ(x), ϕ(x) < ∞ for x ∈ I, and ψ(l + 0) = 0.
Consider the following optimal stopping problem for this process:
where g : I → R 1 is the payoff function, ρ ≥ 0 is the discount rate, and E x is mathematical expectation for the process X t which starts at the point x, and the maximum is taken over the class M of stopping times τ (with respect to the natural filtration
The function g(x) is assumed to be continuous, bounded below, and g(x 0 ) > 0 for some x 0 ∈ I.
2. Background. It follows from general theory (see, e.g., [10, Chapter 1] ) that under enough general conditions an optimal stopping time in problem (3) is the first time at which the process X t exits the continuation set C = {U(x) > g(x)}, where U(x) = sup
is a value function of the problem (3).
Under the above assumptions, the domain C is an open set in R 1 and, therefore, it can be represented as a countable union of disjoint (open) intervals. For this reason, the problem of determining the optimal stopping time can be reduced to determining an optimal first exit time from intervals ]a, b[, l ≤ a < b ≤ r, which contain the initial point x of the process X t . Necessary conditions for the optimality of such continuation intervals were obtained in [1] .
Frequently, it is optimal to stop when the process X t exceeds some level (threshold strategy). In this case, an optimal stopping problem can reduced to a more simple one-parametric problem of finding an optimal threshold. Similar threshold problems arise, e.g., in mathematical finance [11] , investment models under uncertainty (real option theory) [6] , etc. Threshold strategies for optimal stopping problems in discrete time were studied in [8] .
However, there also exist optimal stopping problems for which the optimal strategy is not threshold (a simple example with a geometric Brownian motion and a nondecreasing convex payoff function was given in [7] ; see also [5, Subsection 6.4 
]).
Another interesting question related to threshold strategies is a structure of a continuation set. In general, even if the threshold strategy is optimal in stopping problem, the continuation set C may not have a threshold structure, i.e. be not a 'semi-interval' of the type ]l, p[ (or ]p, r[). At the same time a threshold structure of the continuation set gives, on the one hand, simple rules to stop a process starting from arbitrary initial point, and, on the other hand, allows to consider the free-boundary problem in a simple domain (semi-interval). A conditions under which the continuation set has a threshold structure were studied in [3] . It derives necessary and sufficient conditions in order to the continuation set in optimal stopping problem over threshold stopping times be semi-interval. Also, this paper formulates sufficient conditions for the continuation set remains semi-interval in the problem over all stopping times. In the present paper we prove that some of the proposed in [3] sufficient conditions are, in fact, necessary conditions. Another sufficient conditions for the continuation set to be of threshold type were suggested in [12] .
In Section 3 we give necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality in stopping problem over a class of threshold stopping times. These conditions concerning a threshold structure of optimal stopping time and continuation set are extended for the stopping problem over a class of all stopping times in Section 4. In Section 5 we demonstrate how one can use the known second-order optimality conditions for studying a relation between solutions to optimal stopping problem and to free-boundary problem.
3. Threshold stopping times. In [2] , a variational approach to solving the optimal stopping problem for diffusion processes was developed. In the framework of this approach, one can defined a class of stopping times which are the first exit time out of the set (from a given family of sets), and find optimal stopping time over this class.
Let us τ p = inf{t≥0 : X t ≥ p} be the first time when the process X t leaves the interval ]l, p[. We will call τ p as threshold stopping time (first exit time over threshold p). Consider the optimal stopping problem (3) over the class of threshold stopping times M th = {τ p , p ∈ I}:
value in problem (4)) over threshold stopping times. Define a continuation set over the class M th as C th = {V (x) > g(x)}. This definition is similar to the above definition of the continuation set for the classical optimal stopping problem (over all stopping times).
In general, even if the threshold stopping time is optimal in stopping problem (3), the continuation set C may not have a threshold structure (we return to this question in Section 4).
The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient conditions for the optimality of threshold stopping time in problem (4), and also for a threshold structure of continuation set C th .
Let the following 'left-end' condition hold:
Define the function h(p) = g(p)/ψ(p), where p ∈ I.
Theorem 1. i) Threshold stopping time τ p * is optimal in the problem (4) for all x ∈ I if and only if the following conditions hold:
ii) The continuation set in problem (4) C th is ]l, p * [, where p * ∈ I, if and only if the following conditions hold:
Proof. Let us consider τ a,p = inf{t≥0 : 
, where
Thus, letting a ↓ l, the 'left-end' condition (5) implies the following formula:
i) Let (6) hold. Take arbitrary x, p ∈ I.
for all x and p. Then for p < p * and x < p we have:
ii) The representation (8) implies
Therefore, the continuation set C th and the stopping set S th in problem (4) can be written as follows:
Conditions (7) 
So, the optimal threshold p * is a point of maximum for the function h(p). This implies the necessity (under minor assumptions) of the well-known smooth pasting principle.
Corollary. Suppose that τ p * , where p * ∈ I, is the optimal stopping time in the problem (4) and the function g(x) is differentiable at the point p * . Then the function V (x) is differentiable at the point p * , and
Remark. If the function g(x) has only one-sided derivatives g ′ (p * −0) and g ′ (p * +0), then instead of "smooth pasting" the following inequalities hold:
Proof. Since p * is a point of maximum for the function h, then
Therefore, we have
The necessity of the smooth pasting condition under some additional constraints on the process was shown in [10] . A result similar to ours was obtained in [12] .
4. Threshold structure of optimal stopping time and continuation set. In this Section we give conditions under which an optimal stopping time and continuation set have a threshold structure in general problem (3) over all stopping times. Recall that a continuation set in problem (3) is C = {x : U(x) > g(x)}, where U(x) = sup τ ∈M E x g(X τ )e −ρτ , and
} is a stopping set. 
then τ p * is the optimal stopping time in problem (3) for all x ∈ I.
ii) If τ p * is the optimal stopping time in problem (3) for all x ∈ I, g be twice continuously differentiable on interval ]p * , r[, and there exists g ′ (p * +0), then conditions (9)-(11) hold.
If inequality in (9) is strict, one can get a similar results for a continuation set C. Theorem 3. i) Let for some p * ∈ I a payoff function g be twice continuously differentiable on interval ]p * , r[, and there exists g
and (10)- (11) hold, then (12) and (10)- (11) hold. Proof of Theorem 2. i) Let (9)- (11) hold. Take the function
, for x ≥ p * .
Obviously, U(x) ≥ Φ(x).
On the other hand, (9) implies h(p
for all x. This inequality and Ito-Tanaka formula (see, e.g. [9] ) imply: for any stopping time τ ∈ M and N > 0,
where
, and LΦ(X t ) − ρΦ(X t ) = Lg(X t ) − ρg(X t ) ≤ 0 for t ∈ T 2 (see (11)).
By definition we have:
Thus, due to (10)
Letting N → ∞ we get E x g(X τ )e −ρτ ≤ Φ(x). It follows from this inequality, that U(x) ≤ Φ(x).
Therefore, U(x) = Φ(x) = V p * (x), i.e. τ p * is the optimal stopping time in problem (3) for all x.
ii) Let us note, that τ p * will be an optimal stopping time in the problem (4) also. Thus, (9) follows immediately from Theorem 1.
Assume, that inequality (11) is not true at some point x 0 > p * , i.e. Lg(x) > ρg(x) in some interval J ⊂]p * , r[ (by virtue of continuity). For somẽ x ∈ J and N > 0 let us define τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : X t / ∈ J}, where process X t starts from the pointx, and τ N = τ ∧ N. Then
Therefore, U(x)>g(x) that contradicts to U(x)=V p * (x)=g(x) (sincex > p * ). This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 3. i) As in the proof of Theorem 2 we get U(x) = Φ(x) = V p * (x), and, therefore,
due to (12) . ii) Proposition 5.7 in [5] implies that τ p * is the optimal stopping time in the problem (3), and, therefore, in the problem (4). Thus, the value functions in these problems (U(x) and V (x)) are the same, and, therefore, C = C th . Now, (12) follows immediately from Theorem 1.
If (11) is not true at some point x 0 > p * , then repeating arguments as above in the proof of Theorem 2 one can get that U(x)>g(x) for somex > p * . But this contradicts tox ∈ S.
The proof is complete.
Corollary. For the case of linear payoff function g(x) = x − c threshold stopping time τ p * is optimal in the stopping problem (3) if and only if the following conditions hold:
where a(p) is the drift function of process X t .
Conditions (14) with strict inequality and (15)-(16) will be necessary and sufficient in order to
Note that, in the classical case of real option (g(x) = x − c) or American call option (g(x) = max(0, x − c)), when the process X t is a geometric Brownian motion, the conditions (14)-(16) hold automatically. Although the function (x − c) + is not smooth at point x = c, condition (15) implies p * > c, so that it is twice differentiable for p > p * .
Remark. Maximality of h(p) at p * and condition (11) imply that h(p) ↓ for p > p * .
Proof. Indeed, for p * < x < y and process X t starting from the point x, define τ N = inf{t ≥ 0 : X t / ∈]p * , y[} ∧ N and function f (z) = g(z) − h(y)ψ(z) for z ∈ I. Obviously, Lf (z) − ρf (z) = Lg(z) − ρg(z). By Dynkin's formula and (11) we have
On the other hand, if
where χ{·} is the indicator of event {·}. Further,
and taking N → ∞ we get h(x) ≥ h(y).
5.
Free-boundary problem and second-order conditions. The solution to the optimal stopping problem (3), i.e. the continuation set and the value function, is usually sought as a solution to the free-boundary problem for the differential operator L (FB problem). The obtained solution is considered as a "candidate" for the solution to the optimal stopping problem, which needs an additional verification for optimality.
As applied to threshold strategies considered in this paper, free-boundary problem looks as follows: to find a threshold p * (determining the continuation set) and a function U(x), l < x < p * , such that
Conditions (18) and (19) are satisfied for the function U(x) = V p * (x) = h(p * )ψ(x), x < p * . The smooth-pasting condition (20) at the point p * is equivalent to the stationarity of the function h(p) at this point, i.e. to h ′ (p * ) = 0. On the other hand, it follows from the above results that the threshold p * , which determines the boundary of continuation set, is a point of maximum for the function h(p).
These remarks make it possible to use classical extremum conditions for analyzing the relationship between solutions to free-boundary problem and to optimal stopping problem.
Example 1 below demonstrates how a difference between stationarity and maximality may be applied to the problems under consideration.
Example 1 (a solution to free-boundary problem may not be a solution to the optimal stopping problem, see [2] ).
Consider the geometric Brownian motion dX t = X t (0.5dt + dw t ) with X 0 = x, the payoff function g(x)=(x − 1)
3 + x δ (δ > 0, x ≥ 0), and the discount ρ = δ 2 /2. Note that the function g is smooth and monotonically increases for all δ > 0, and ψ(x) = x δ . For δ < 3, FB problem (18)-(20) has the unique solution U(x) = V 1 (x) = x δ , p * = 1. However τ 1 is not an optimal stopping time, because V p (x) = [(p − 1) 3 p −δ + 1]x δ → ∞ as p → ∞ for any x > 0. Thus,a solution to free-boundary problem does exist, while the optimal stopping problem has no solution. For δ = 3, FB problem has the unique solution U(x) = V 1 (x) = x 3 , p * = 1, which cannot be a solution to the optimal stopping problem, because V p (x) ↑ V (x) = 2x 3 as p → ∞. Thus, the solution U(x) to free-boundary problem is strictly less than the value function V (x) in problem (4), which, although finite, is not attained by any threshold strategy. For δ > 3, FB problem (18)- (20) has two solutions, U(x)=V 1 (x)=x δ , p * = 1, and U(x)=V p δ (x)=h(p δ )x δ , p * =p δ =δ/(δ−3). Note that V p δ (x) > V 1 (x) for 0 < x < p δ . Thus, one of the solutions to FB problem (with boundary p * = 1) does not give a solution to the optimal stopping problem (which exists, unlike in the preceding situations). It can be shown (by applying, e.g., Theorem 2) that the first exit time over the boundary p δ is optimal among all stopping times M.
As it was shown above (see (8) ) a solution to free-boundary problem > g ′′ (p * 2 ) = 7.5. Therefore, solution (a) surely cannot be a solution to the optimal stopping problem (even over the class of threshold strategies), while (b) is indeed the solution to the optimal stopping problem, which can easily shown by using Theorem 2.
